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Abstract

because mono-targeted agents should have certain

The progress in cancer research has been processed

limitations against diseases originated from multiple

by

and

factors and environmental stresses throughout a life-

mechanisms to cause carcinogenesis. Even with the

long time. These defects in the current anti-cancer

advent of a novel technologies, the consequent drug

strategy of cancer therapy chiefly are caused by the

discovery is still not enough to meet the demands,

lack of information required for cancer recovery. It is

with the limited numbers of choice for anti-cancer

extremely required to obtain minimum-essential

strategy are not satisfactory. It is considered partly

information to define the molecular basis for cancer

the

discovery

of

molecules,
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recovery, with a comparison to that in the process of

Keywords: Huaier (Trametes robiniophila murr) ;

carcinogenesis. For this purpose, we should have

Cancer therapy; MEGA-DATA analysis; miRNA-

successful agents possibly and reliably to cure the

medicated transcription control; Tissue regeneration;

disease.

Epigenetics; Neurodegenerative diseases

We have identified anti-cancer effects of Huaier, and

1. Long History, Short Distance for the

its unique characteristics of 1) no side effects or

Encounter with Huaier

toxicity, 2) in dose dependent manner, 3) causing
specific cancer cell death with simultaneous tissue

Medicinal herbs have recently attracted evoked more
and more attentions among world-wide audiences,

regeneration, 4) miRNA-mediated transcriptional

especially as a supplement therapy to the diseases

control on the rescue of multiple signal transduction,

like cancer, and also for the health maintenance.

by dependent on individual genomic potential. Here
we summarize the results of our genome scope
project on clinical research of Huaier therapy on
cancer patients. MEGA-DATA analysis in the

Among historical nature remedies in Asia, Huaier
(Trametes robiniophila murr) has long been reported
for

significant

efficacy

on

longevity,

health

maintenance, and cancer [1-3].

process of cancer recovery by total RNA and small
non-coding RNA sequencing. The results revealed

The difficulty in the herbal medicine exists in a lack

significant

and

of quantitative preparation with standardized quality,

coordination of RNA editing events, biomolecules,

which long prevents the common use and distribution

differences

in

the

behavior

and multiple signaling pathways which beyond any
speculations from the findings in the process of
carcinogenesis.

to public. Recent advancement in technology enabled
to cultivate those useful species in quantity, and
quality-controlled distribution in the conventional
granule forms has begun since 1970’s, and currently

The time has come to change a point of view of
“cancer therapy”, from the mere killing of cancer

Huaier is recognized widely as the patent anti-cancer
drug in China (Chinese administration license No. Z-

cells to regenerate the disrupted biophysiological

20000109) [2, 4, 5]. A couple of decades has been

functions through ageing and stress-accumulation in

required for Japanese patients to be applied for

a long-range of life. Huaier provides a timely trigger
to induce the spontaneous genomic ability and
flexibility to rescue damaged, and impaired functions
toward the reconstruction of homeostasis. We will

Huaier therapy. Enormous numbers of reports,
mainly from China, indicated as much molecular
mechanisms

responsible

for

cancer-specific

apoptosis, autophagic cell death, and efficacy even on

add the Huaier effects on the population with

the

hereditary

immunomodulation by using in vitro cultured cancer

mutations

for

prevention

of

carcinogenesis, and on the compensation of impaired
signal transfer inter/intra neurons.

metastatic

lesions

with

specific

cells [2-15]. However, the reality of Huaier effects
remained unsolved even after the decades of
sequential research works.
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At the beginning of 21st century, Huaier therapy was

We had to wait until we launched into the era of the

introduced in Japan at Ariake Hospital attached to the

systematic MEGA-DATA analysis with enough

National Cancer Institute, to the severe advanced

specialists to handle human bioinformatics [17-20].

stage cancer patients who could not have more

We initiated clinical research with an approval by the

conventional chemotherapy or surgical dissection.

Japanese Medical Association on 5th March, 2018

Surprisingly,

of

(ID: JMA-IIA00335). Through total RNA- and small

prognosis and Quality of Life (QOL) assessments

non-coding RNA-sequencing of the volunteer cancer

were observed

manner,

patients, we identified striking numbers of genomic

especially on hepatocellular carcinoma and breast

and genetic changes which indicated drastic genomic

cancer. Thereafter, accumulated successful results

flexibility and possibility in the process of cancer

were enough plausible to the medical doctors as

recovery [16]. The resulting enormous number of

many patients together, to recognize anti-cancer

sequences hasThe NCBI GEO (GSE157086), and

effects of Huaier. We ourselves have confirmed the

continuously

drastic improvements not only in cancer patients, but

sequences throughout the project period [4-10]. It is

also in the other disorders in skin, liver, kidney

interesting to add Huaier as a novel choice for cancer

diseases and disorders, and more importantly,

therapy in 21st century, which was the result from the

neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s

expedition in search for the natural products (herbs,

disease [16]. In China, many investigations revealed

fruit, flowers, and etc.) for immortality organized by

the effects by experiments using in vitro cultured

Qin Shi Huang, the first Emperor in Qin dynasty, at

cells and animal models ino culated with cancer cells,

B.C. 247−210．

the

significant

by a

improvement

dose-dependent

up-loaded

with

newly

identified

but the detailed mechanism was yet unknown.

2. Proved Hypothesis: Identification of Hippo
The effective ingredient of Huaier was proteoglycan,
which consists of 41.53% polysaccharides, 12.93%
amino acids and 8.72% water. The proteoglycan is
the most effective anticancer element among all of
the isolated ingredients of Huaier extract, which was
confirmed on breast cancer MCF-7, liver cancer H22,
lung cancer Lewis and sarcoma murine S180 cells
(unpublished data) [6-15]. More importantly, Huaier
has no toxicity or side effects (LD50=∞), and
promises a broad spectrum of usage to any health
problems at any situation without any disturbance to
the conventional therapy.

Signaling Pathway Rescue by Huaier
Not only in cancer cases, we observed multidimensional efficacies of Huaier, especially on liver
dysfunction, nephritis, bronchiectasis, constipation
and skin lesions in a dose-dependent manner [16]. It
is thus extremely difficult to determine the simple
molecular mechanisms of Huaier effect on those
multiple diseases and disorders. We searched for the
hypothetical candidate pathway which may explain
these multiple events observed in the clinical
features. It should have a character to integrate
multiple signal cascades to modulate tissue- and
organ-homeostasis.
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The target cancers of Huaier overlap with those

We

used

strongly influenced by the oncogenic potential of

overexpressing non-phosphorylatable Yorkie (Yki:

Hippo signaling pathway [21, 22] as shown in Figure

V5S168A) as a cancer model and just feed hatched

1, (with a courtesy of Prof. Dr. Mo, San Diego, CA,

larvae of mutants with a sequential concentration of

USA [21]), which is well known as a control

Huaier granule for a week to be adult form. Our

mechanism on cell fate and tissue homeostasis.

simple experiments to identify Huaier effect on

Dysregulation of Hippo pathway is associated with

mutant Drosophila with disrupted Hippo signaling

cancer development, as reported in liver, lung,

pathway succeeded at the first trial. Huaier clearly

colorectal, ovarian, and prostate, and including

rescued the function expressed as a rough eye

metastasis, which were completely overlapping

formation within 7 days (Figure 2), with a dose-

targets of Huaier. We made a hypothesis that Hippo

dependent manner, just as clinical observations [16].

signaling pathway might play as a main molecular

This modulation in the Hippo pathway was

mechanism of Huaier effects, and tried to prove this

accompanied with a strong shift of the metabolome

by simple experiments.

profile

to

transgenic

the

early

Drosophila

embryonic

flies

with

pattern

to

“rejuvenescence” form, as predicted in B. C. 220.
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Figure 1: Schematic models of the Hippo signaling pathway in Drosophila and mammals shown by Mo, J. –S. et al.,
[21] whereas red-circled ykiS168 indicates the changes in Drosophila mutant used in the present study (left). Red
arrows in mammalian cascades (right) indicate the presumed points of Huaier effect.

Cells are shown with

respective cellular junctions; adherence junction (AJ), tight junction (TJ) and septate junction (SJ). Hippo pathway
components in Drosophila and mammals are shown in various colors, with arrows and blunt lines indicating
activation and inhibition, respectively. The yellow spheres indicate phosphorylation of target proteins by kinase.
Continuous lines indicate known interactions, whereas dashed lines indicate unknown mechanisms [16].

Huaier

G

6-7 days

Eye overgrowth phenotype
in Drovopñifo model

Suppressed the eye overgrowth
phenotype
Figure 2: Schematic summary of Huaier experiments using mutant Drosophila with disrupted Hippo signaling
pathway. Huaier administration recovers the rough eye formation caused by overabundant non-phosphorylatable
Yorkie (ykiS168A) in transgenic flies [16].

Thus, we succeeded to prove our hypothesis that the

experimental models had significant differences and

molecular mechanism of anti-cancer effects of Huaier

limitations compared with the reality in human

was

biosystems, of course, which urged us to consider

based

on

the

modulated

transcriptional

dysregulation in the Hippo signaling pathway [21,

clinical research the next stage experimental design.

22], and that possibly influences cell fate, not only in
cancer, but also in many diseases by the Hippo

In contrast, many in vitro investigations followed to

pathway control. However, examinations using

our experiments in order to confirm the results, to
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provide the evidence that dysregulation in Hippo

paid special remarks on the multi-functional control

signaling pathway, disruption of transcription control

enzyme,

is the major course of carcinogenesis [23-29].

regulated kinase 1A [35]) from 2017, especially on

However, without the observations to recover from

its striking feature for maintenance coordination of

the disease by Hippo signaling rescue, these reports

the biophysiological function. In October 2020, we

were mostly the repetition of the past history.

finally identified and proved the significant similarity

Although we sincerely hoped to have the additional

of the effects defined in both DYRK1A and Huaier.

successful controlling materials which contributes for

In fact, we succeeded to identify the compensation of

cancer recovery, we could not yet detect any success.

the mutated EGFR and other receptor tyrosine

In addition, no additional findings rather than Hippo

kinases (c-MET/erbB-2) by Huaier, too [31]. We

signaling

have identified abundant transcriptome mutations in

pathway

rescue

for

the

possible

mechanisms for cancer recovery.

DYRK1A

(dual-specificity

tyrosine-

many cancer patients; however, it is noteworthy that
there were no mutations in DYRK1A [35]. It

3. The Opening of Genome Scope Project:

suggests the importance of DYRK1A function is

Clinical

superior to any functions coordinated by major

Research

for

Thorough

Understanding of Molecular Events after

oncogenes, and tumor suppressor genes, and other
reported genes reported (see the next section, Table

Huaier Administration
Here we need two years to prepare for the clinical

1).

research. We initiated clinical research and our
genome scope project for thorough understanding of
molecular basis of Huaier effects [30-34]. As a first
step, we analysed 92 blood samples from 31 patients,
average generating over 7.4 Giga bases per sample to
start with. We repeat, this analysis could be
performed with 1) accumulated information of
human genes and their molecular aspects, 2)
tremendous efforts of the researchers to organize the
quantitative

information

supercomputers9,

and

in

most

order

(with

importantly,

3)

distinguished specialists and experts in BGI Kobe
and Shenzhen to accomplish the task.

The representing figure on our hypothesis were
shown in Figure 3 [16]. Figure 3 demonstrate the
hypothetic Huaier efficacy for cancer treatment. With
an intensive link of Hippo signaling pathway, we
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Figure 3: Summary of anti-cancer effects of Huaier by the rescue of disrupted Hippo signaling pathway. Antiproliferative effect of Huaier on cancer and consequent angiogenesis, metastasis, and induces autophagic cancer cell
death in the lower left. The regeneration mechanism of damaged tissues was highlighted in lower right [16].
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Table 1: The major oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes with the alteration of expression. Red highlights: up-regulated altered genes, Blue highlights: down-regulated altered
genes. Black letters indicate genes with no quantitative changes [31].
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Huaier influenced almost all the molecules essential

Thus, we should have a sky-high point of view to see

for living and survival [30-34]. The typical findings

the reality of the results, to accomplish the aim of

for the rescue and compensation of disrupted

cancer therapy to any patients, at any stage, and any

signaling pathways were derived from transcriptional

origin. The results obtained was striking and beyond

control, via miRNA- and piRNA-mediated control

any expectations and imaginations we have had, and

[36-38], through the attachment of the transcriptional

only a few researchers could comprehend the real

factors (RNA editing events), and all these from the

meaning of them. The sequential publications [16,

alteration and modification of the genome-wide

30-34] demonstrated the reality of the meaning of

transcription and translation [34]. At first, high ratio

“cancer recovery” in genetic code language. Thanks

of

transitions

to the KEGG signaling pathway characterization by

and

Kyoto University, Japan [39], the altered genes and

SNP

variants

(3,237,169241,896 in

as

A-G

total,

37.0%)

A-C

transversions (43,213 in total, 6.5 %), with skipped-

functions were clearly shown in these publications.

exon (51%), which influenced significant changes in
transcriptional

factors and corresponding gene

First of all, it is obvious that mono-targeted strategy

expression in multiple signal transduction pathways

could not be enough to treat cancer (Table 1) [40].

[30-34]. Huaier administration contributed the rescue

The resulting alterations in multiple signaling

of defected cell communication systems by massive

pathways were shown in Table 2 [31]. As show in

down-regulation in a wide variety of signal

these tables, only hundreds of molecules targeting

transferring pathways [32]. In addition, Huaier

was far to be enough for cancer recovery. We should

seemed to take part in the epigenetic post-

reconsider cancer strategy from the fact that human

transcriptional

in

biology can go through this much dynamic alterations

carcinogenesis and tumorigenesis for whole family

during the long process of complete recovery from

members [31, 32].

cancer, with compensation of the readjustment in

control

for

the

prevention

multiple signaling pathways. As described, monoWhich cancer strategy or conventional chemotherapy

targeted agents, such as FOLFOX, FOLFIRINOX,

could cover all these required genomic and genetic

and cisplatin, commonly used in the conventional

alterations in any of cancer patients? This much

chemotherapy, should have certain limitations against

quantitative alteration in the genome and genes has

diseases originated from multiple factors and

never been reported before, by in vitro experiments

environmental stresses throughout a life-long time

and in vivo trials using experimental models

[32].

including Drosophila strains.

4. Sky-High View of Rescued Function in
Multiple Genes and Signaling Pathways
Required for Cancer Recovery
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Table 2: The signal transfer pathways with genetic alterations described in table 1. The pathways were in two
categories; down-regulated and up-regulated.

The typical related functions of each pathway were indicated and

highlighted by bold letters. Down-regulation was indicated by blue color and up-regulation by red color. The
changes of the regulation were written by the time course of Huaier administration [31].

We completely agree with the surgical dissection of

spontaneous material synthesis, and the reproduction

cancer lesion(s), tumor mass should be the first

of damaged cells and tissues in the end. Thus, Huaier

choice, if applicable [31, 32]. However, even with the

therapy is useful even for the patients with severe

successful dissection of the lesion, it still remains

advanced stage of cancer, and more careful and

possibility

precise genomic monitoring is required to control the

of

occult

metastasis,

and

more

importantly, (cancer) stem cell control is required for

effects of platinum (II） complex treatment.

long years to prevent relapse or recurrence [30]. At
longest, we experienced the case of recurrence of

5. Huaier Effects on Tissue Regeneration and

breast cancer at 39 years after surgical dissection.

Stem Cell Control (Ips/ES Cell Control)
Significant impact of Huaier treatment is tissue

As emphasized above, the best figures to comprehend
the process of recovery were transcriptional factor
(TF)-differentially expressed genes (DEG) network,
which can only be obtained by total RNA-sequencing
[31-34]. Each molecule titration is far to be enough to
monitor the patients. It became more popular to use
this kind of MEGA-DATA analysis among all over
the world, and recently involving SARS-COV2 and
other virus infections as emphasized before. Our data
detected multi-virus infections such as papilloma
virus, HIV-1 infection, and other DNA virus
infection, too.

In

contrast,

regeneration observed simultaneously with cancer
cell death and active elimination of those damaged
cell debris. Huaier effects on prevention of cancer
progression in the patients with high risks, and
simultaneous tissue regeneration after the dissection
of damaged lesions by transcription regulation of
pluripotency in induced pluripotent stem (iPS) /
embryonic stem (ES) cells [30]. MEGA-DATA
analysis of total transcriptomes and non-coding
RNAs revealed the rescue of dysfunction in multiple
signaling pathways in those patients, including
Notch, NFB, and Wnt signaling pathway with

as

compared

to

conventional

chemotherapy using platinum (II) complex caused
significant down-regulation of the most of the
transcripts in every signaling pathway, especially in
signal transfer in central and peripheral nervous
systems [32]. Long-range treatment with Cisplatin:
CDDP resulted in the complete destruction of RNA

regulatory transcription factors in those pathways.
These rescued control systems influenced to, the
regulation

of stem

cell

transformation

which

regulates the proliferation and differentiation of
newly-borne cells. The induced normal tissue
regeneration were the results of transcriptional
control of iPS/ES cell production (see Figure 3).

synthesis in the newly-borne cells, which inhibits
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Among the gene families to control iPS/ES

These damages are usually largely repaired, but at the

production, especially c-myc expression level played

site of a DNA repair, epigenetic changes can remain.

a major role among the other genes or gene families

It has been reported that epigenetic silencing of DNA

[30]. These results provide a clue to clarify the

repair gene MLH1 increase the levels of DNA repair

Huaier effects not only for recovery from cancer, but

enzymes such as MGMT and MLH1 and p53 [31,

also for the prevention of many related diseases and

33]. However, as reported, we observed many

disorders

of

mutations and disrupted functions related to DNA

environmental stresses and ageing by controlling

mismatch repair especially in the cancer patients with

normal tissue regeneration by stem cell control. In

hereditary mutated EGFR and other receptor tyrosine

addition,

chemotherapy has been

kinases (c-MET/erbB-2) [31]. In these patients,

regarded as inefficient to (cancer) stem cell control. It

epigenetic inheritance systems were designated to

is considered to be one cause of relapse and

influence memory and signal transfer inter/intra

recurrence even with continuous chemotherapy,

central

especially in breast cancer [15]. Huaier demonstrates

consideration of Huaier effects will be more

significant superiority in this point, for the long-term

discussed by considering the strong similarity of

prevention of cancer relapse.

DYRK1A function.

6. Epigenetic Insights Into Pathogenesis with

Schematic models of the significant linkage of

Mutated Transcriptomes and Compensation

DYRK1A

by Huaier

Fernandez-Martinez P, Sahonero C, and Sanchez-

caused

by

conventional

daily

accumulation

Considering carcinogenesis and stem cell control,
epigenetic consideration on patients with hereditary
mutated tyrosine kinase and receptor kinases should
be performed. Epigenetics is the study of heritable

Gomez

and

P

peripheral

to

essential

[35].

neurons.

Neurological

biosystems

Double-edged

shown

regulation

by

of

tumorigenesis by DYRK1A. DYRK1A has been
associated with pre-tumoral activity by activating
known oncogenic precursor by inhibiting tumor

phenotype changes that do not involve alterations in

suppressors. However, an antitumoral capacity of

the DNA sequence. Epigenetics most often involves

DYRK1A has been also described through its

changes that affect gene activity and expression, and

activation of tumor suppressors or its inhibition of

such effects on cellular and physiological phenotype
traits may result from external or environmental
factors DNA damage can also cause epigenetic
changes [41-43]. The severe damage in DNA damage

oncogenic proteins. To add complexity to DYRK1A
function, some of the known substrates of this kinase
can have both oncogenic and tumor suppressor
activities, depending on the cellular context and the

repair system has been reported for epigenetic

developmental stage. Again, it is emphasized that

influence on carcinogenesis and a loss of stem cell

there are many important molecules and signaling

control. Actually, DNA damage is very frequent,
occurring on average about 60,000 times a day per
cell of the human body.
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suppressor genes were mutated. In addition, there

peripheral nervous systems in the patient successfully

seemed to be hierarchy of tyrosine kinases and

recovered

receptor kinases according to the importance and

FOLFIRINOX treatment [32].

from

pancreatic

cancer,

with

necessity in biological systems.
Recently we

identified molecular

systems

to

7. Huaier Compensates Impaired Signal

compensate impaired neural transmission, especially

Transfer Inter/Intra Neurons in Central and

by

Peripheral Nervous Systems

neurodegenerative alterations (Figure 4) [45]. These

When we used transgenic Drosophila flies as a cancer

mutated

transcripts

correlated

with

significant rescue of signal transfer inter/intra

model [3], this mutant was revealed to be useful to

neurons was observed in the patients with the

screen the candidate compound for amyotrophic

hereditary mutated EGFR, and receptor tyrosine

lateral sclerosis (ALS). However, nearly 5 years’

kinases such as c-MET, HER2/neu (erbB2), Htt,

researches resulted in vain. Simultaneously we
observed impaired signal transfer in the central and

Archives of Clinical and Biomedical Research
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Fig. 4 (continued)

A
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Fig. 4 (continued)

B
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Fig. 4 (continued)

B
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C
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Fig. 4 (continued)

C
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Figure 4: KEGG characterization of signal transfer intra/inter neurons [45]. Panel A; From Up to bottom, the rescue
of neurotransmission in; cholinergic synapse, Dopaminergic synapse, and serotonergic synapse.

Quantitative

regulation of signal transfer was highlighted in abundant molecules by red box. Panel B; KEGG characterization on
molecular modifications in Huntington’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. Note the mutations in Htt (Huntington’s
disease) and Parkin (Parkinson’s disease) indicated by red arrows. Panel C; KEGG characterization on molecular
modifications in Alzheimer’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Note the mutations in APP (glycoprotein
amyloid-beta precursor protein for Alzheimer’s disease), ApoE (apolipoprotein E), SOD1 (superoxide dismutase
gene), and ALS2 (Alsin GTPase underlying in hereditary amyotrophic lateral sclerosis for amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis) indicated by red arrows.

Huaier treatment prevented those patients from

impaired

pathogenesis,

mild

communication systems in the central and peripheral

depression. The epigenetic potential seems to

nervous systmes by influencoing a wide variety of

influence the pathogenicity in these hereditary

signal transferring pathways. The treatment focused

mutations, and that typically observed in the defects

on specified target molecules should have a certain

in DNA mismatch repair systems. With KEGG

limitation to influence all these alterations, some with

pathway characterization, Huaier showed significant

up-rebulation, and the others with down-regulation at

effects on the retrieval of normal function inter/intra

a time. There are scarce medicine or candidate

neurons [44]. Although we have observed only one

compounds even for mutated EGFR and receptor

case

Parkinson’s

tyrosine kinases. The present study thus provides a

disease, the further roles of each representative

clue for the demand for successful treatment and

molecules have not yet defined, and no changes

prevention of neurodegenerative diseases by Huaier.

but

successfully

influenced

recovered

to

from

cause

functions

relatted

to

cell-to-cell

identified in the mechanism of mutations in
translation and transcription processes. The present

8. The End of Failed Promise, Solution First

study demonstrated detailed molecules and signaling

The time has come to end the unsuccessful sufferings

pathways involved in the onset of neurodegenerative

and conflicts on cancer strategy. We have long

diseases, and the significant effects of Huaier to

published many papers full of promises for effective

retain and rescue the impaired neurotransmission and

medicine development, currently without fulfillment.

signal transfer. Neurodegenerative damages are

Huaier therapy is one of successful strategy to

inevitably caused by chemical administration, and

provide more choices, especially on the advanced

also by ageing process. However, it is emphasized

stage of cancer with many metastatic lesions. Huaier

that, 2 years’ of Huaier treatment, Huaier could cope

is also useful to prevent cancer progression in small

with the severity and onset of the diseases.

dose of 3g/day, too. Huaier provides more choices to
cancer treatment according to the stages, origins, and

Together with the former paper [32], Huaier shows

individual characteristics of each case. It existed from

significant efficacy on the compensation of the

over 2,000 years ago, and we were too busy to pursue
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a novel molecular targeting potential without learning

[30-34]. Many normal persons showed drastic

from the ancient wisdom. In the end, there are so

genomic and genetic alterations for the rescue of the

many failed promises and as much loss of human life.

latent, invisible disruptions of multiple signaling

The research results on carcinogenesis, especially

pathways after Huaier administration. Even with no

obtained by in vitro experiments, showed a wide

symptoms, there was an enormous daily risk of

difference from those observed as clinical evidences.

cancer caused by accumulation of environmental

It should be a matter of course, however, there exists

stresses and ageing process.

significant quantitative differences in molecular

technology has some limitations for correct and

aspects detected in cancer patients by quantitative

precise evaluation of the risk [33, 34], and excessive,

analysis by total RNA sequencing. The molecular

frequent medical examinations using endoscopy and

basis

massive

radiographic measures in contrast increase risks for

quantitative changes from RNA editing events to

carcinogenesis [33]. We would like to emphasize

transcriptional control by miRNA- and piRNA-

Huaier effects for compensation in signal transfer,

modifications.

communication transfer in the central and peripheral

for

cancer

recovery contained

Early diagnostic

nervous systems, for the supplemental therapy to
At first, we should remember what to be considered

neurodegenerative diseases.

when we initiate the treatment of cancer; 1) to
promote cancer specific cell death inside the
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